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ON NETS OF CONTRACTIVE MAPS IN
UNIFORM SPACES

G. L. ITZKOWITZ

R. B. Fraser and S. Nadler have recently proved the
following theorem: If X is a locally compact metric space, if
fn-^ fo pointwise, where each fn, n = 0, 1,2, is a con-
tractive map with fixed point an, then fn—*fo uniformly on
compacta, and an —> α0. Their method of proof actually showed
more. In fact it implied that if α0 was a fixed point of f0,
and if U is a compact neighborhood of aOf then there exists
a natural number N(U) such that if n ^ ΛΓ(Z7) then /„ had
a fixed point an € £7", and an-±a0. In 1963, W. J. Kammerer
and R. H. Kasriel proved a theorem giving conditions for
existence and uniqueness of fixed points of a general type con-
tractive map on a uniform space. Edelstein in 1965, was
able to considerably strengthen their results and achieved a
significant extension of the Banach fixed point theorem. In
this paper we show that the theorem of Fraser and Nadler
may be extended with minor alteration to include locally
compact uniform spaces. It was evident in the context of
uniform spaces that the covergent sequences of their theorem
should be replaced by covergent nets. Our method of proof
is similar to their proof and used Edelstein's fixed point
theorem.

1* Some preliminary results* In what follows let (X, IX) be
a uniform space and let / be a mapping of X into itself. Let 33 be
a symmetric base for the uniformity It.

DEFINITION A. / i s said to be a 33-contraction if for each
and (x,y)eU, x Φ y, a We^8 exists such that (f(x), f(y))eWa
int U, and (x,y) & W.

DEFINITION B. / is said to be 33-contractive if for each ?7e33
and (x,y)eU, xΦy, a We 33 exists such that (f(x),f(y))eWaU
and (x,y)& W.

DEFINITION C. 33 is said to be ample if whenever (x,y)e £7e33
there is Ve 33 such that (x, y) e F c V a U.

REMARK. Except for minor changes the above terminology agrees
with that used in the papers of Rhodes [8], Brown and Comfort
[1], Kamerer and Kasriel [5], Edelstein [3], and Knill [7]. In addi-
tion, throughout we will use notation as standard in Kelley [6].
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NOTATION. If S3 is a base for the uniformity U we will write
» = {B: Be S3}. Note that if S3 is ample then » is a base.

LEMMA 1.1. Let S3 be an ample base for U, let f be a ^-contrac-
tion, and let aQeX, be such that U[a0] is compact for some Z7eS3.
Then there is VeVL such that

V[f(aQ)] dint U[f(do)]

and f(x) e V[f(a0)] if xe U[a0].

Proof Let x e U[a0] be arbitrary. Then there is Wx c int U,
Wx e S3, such that f(x) e int Wx[f(a0)]. Since the map g: (α0, x) *-*/(#)
is continuous and S3 is ample, there is Uxc: Uxa Wx, Ux e S3, and
VxeU, such that xeVx[a0], f(x) e Ux[f(a0)] and if ye Vx[a0] then

Av) £ Ux[f(a0)]. Observe that the neighborhoods {Vx[aQ]ι xe U[a0]}
are an open cover of U[a0] and so there is a finite subcover FJαo], ,
Vk[a0] of U[a0]. Furthermore,

f(U[a0]) c U Λ Viίoo]) c U UΛfiao)]

c U UAfM] c U ^[/(oo)] c int *7[/(α0)] .
t = l ΐ = l

Since F = U*1^ ^ satisfies 7 G H ,

^[/(αo)] = U ϋi[/(α0)] c i n t U[f(a0)] ,
ί = l

and

f(x)eV[f(a0)], if α?eεr [α 0 ] ,

the lemma is proved.

REMARK. It should be noted that the proof went through by
means of a standard compactness argument because a contraction /
maps a point of U[a0] into the interior of U[f(a0)]. Thus any con-
tractive map g on U[a0] that sends xeϋ[ao] into mtϋ[g(ao)], for
each xe U[a0], could be substituted for / in the lemma. We shall
be applying this fact in the future in the special case where g(ao) = ao.

DEFINITION D. A uniform space (X, U) is Z7-chainable, if for
each pair x, ye X, a finite sequence x = x0, x19 , xn = y exists such
that (Xi_ίy Xi) e Ue U for i = 1, 2, , n. Such a sequence is called a
Z7-chain.
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COROLLARY 1.2. If UeVL is symmetric then U[x] is U-chainable,
for each xe X.

Proof. If y, re U[x], there is ze U[y]Π ί/[α?] and se U[r]Π ?/[»],
so t h a t (2/, s) e U, (z, x) e U, (x, s) e U, and (s, r) e EΛ

D E F I N I T I O N E. Let ξeX then -X' 'Xf) = {y: y is a cluster point of

t h e sequence {/* (f)}~=1} Here /•[&] -

THEOREM 1.3. (ilί. Edelstein [3]). Le£ 35 δβ αw opew ample
base for (X,VL), a U-chainable uniform space for some Z7e33, and
let f: X-> X be B-contr active. If Xf{ξ) Φ 0 , for some ζ, if xe Xf(ξ),
and if Xf(y) Φ 0 for each ye U[x]9 then f has the unique fixed
point x.

REMARK. The theorem above is a slightly weaker form of the
theorem of M. Edelstein. The condition Xf(ξ) Φ <2, for some ζ is
needed in the theorem as may be seen by the following example.

Let G = R x Z where R denotes the real line with the usual
topology, and Z denotes the integers with the discrete topology.
This G is locally compact, σ-compact, locally connected, and even
metrizable. Let f:G-+G be defined by f(x, k) = (ix, k + 1). Then
/ is a contraction on the base f8 = {U*:(ξ,y)e U* if and only if
yeξ(U x {0}), where U is a basic open neighborhood of 0 e R}. How-
ever Xf(ζ) = 0 for every ξeG, and clearly / has no fixed point.

We note that W. J. Krammerer and R. K. Kasriel [5] proved a
slightly weaker form of 1.3. They showed that if 35 is an ample
base for (X,U), a Z7-chainable uniform space (C7eS5), and if some
iterate of X under / is compact, where / is 25-contractive, then /
has a unique fixed point.

COROLLARY 1.4. Let 35 be an ample open base of the uniformly
locally compact uniform space (X,VL). Let Z7GS5 be such that U[x]
is compact for all xe X. Suppose that

( i ) f is ^-contractive
(ii) there exists an xeX such that f maps U[x] into itself.
Then the following occur
( i ) / has exactly one fixed point y in U[x].
(ii) the filter base fn[U[x]] converges to y
(iii) for each F c S there exists k such that f\U[x\) c int V[fk(x)].

Furthermore, if X is U-chainable, then f has a unique fixed point.

Proof. We may observe that / i s continuous so that f(U[x])a
U[x\. Also U is *7-chainable by 1.2. Let G be the restriction of /
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to U[x]. Then g: U[x] —• U[x] and U[x] is compact. Thus g and £7
satisfy the conditions of the theorem of Kamerer and Kasriel so that
U[x\ has exactly one fixed point of g, say y. This proves (i).

According to the theorem of Kammerer and Kasriel [5], {y} =
\J{X9(ξ):ζe Ϊ7[a>]}. Let now ze Eφ], and let TeSS. Since fn{z)-»y
there is an integer N{z) such that w >̂ ΛΓ(z) implies that /%(z) e V[y].
Since / is continuous there is Wze$8 such that fn(Wz[z\) a V[y].
Clearly the collection {TT̂ fz]: ze U[x]} covers U[x] and so a finite
subcollection PPilX], •••, W^^] also covers U[x]. But then if n ^
Nfa) + ••• + N(zk), it follows that fn(U[x]) a V[y], proving (ii).

Let FeS3 and let We® be such that WoWaint V, and WaV.
By part (ii) there is k such that

Let ze U[x], then

(/*(*), 2/) e W and (y, /fc(α )̂) e W

so that /*(*) G Wo W[fk(x)] c int F[/*(a?)]. But then

fk(U[x])amtV[fk(x)]

proving (iii).
The final statement of this corollary is evident from Edelstein's

theorem.

REMARK. Condition (ii) was suggested by theorem due to Knill
[7]; p. 453.

2. The main results* The above theorem of M. Edelstein and
the resultant corollary allows us to choose the setting for a generali-
zation of the theorem of R. B. Fraser and S. Nadler [4] on con-
tractive maps with fixed points. It is evident that in a uniform
space where sequential convergence does not suffice to describe
topological properties it is natural to replace sequential convergence
of functions by convergence of nets of functions. Thus we use the
following.

THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, U) be uniformly locally compact and let
S3 be an ample base. If {fa: ae D] is a net of ^-contractive maps,
of X into itself converging pointwise to f0, a ^contractive map,
then fa converges uniformly to f on each compact set KaG.

Proof. Let £7e33 be arbitrary, and let Fe33 be such that
VoVoVaU, VaU (see Kelley [6], p. 180. Th. 8). Since fa-+fQ

pointwise there exists for each x, an a(x) e D, such that a >̂ a(x)
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implies that (fo(x),fa(x))e V.
Clearly if K is compact the collection {V[x]:xeK} is a cover of

K and hence is reducible to a finite subcover V[a?J, •••, V[xk] of i£"
(note that the collection {int V[x]: xe K) is an open cover of K). For
each i, let α< = αfe) e D, be such that (fo(Xi), fa(x%)) e F if α ^ «<.

Let ^ e i Γ be arbitrary. Then there is xse{xlf ••-,%} such that
(xd, x) e V and therefore (fa(Xj), fa(x)) e V" for all a, since the / β are
23-contractive. Thus if a0 >̂ (α1? , αn) we have for all a^a0 that
(Λ(s), /«(*)) e Vo Vo Vd U. [Since (fo(x), fo(Xj)) e V, (/0(αy), fa{xs)) e F,
and

REMARK. It is evident from the proof of 2.1 that the theorem
is true if the fa(f0) are weakly contractive [5] or nonexpansive [3].

THEOREM 2.2. Let 33 be an ample open base of the uniformly
locally compact uniform space (X, U). Let Z7e33 be such that U[x]
is compact for all xeX. Let {fa: X—> X\ ae D} be a net of 93-
contractions, and let fa—*f pointwise, where f is a ^-contraction.
If f has a fixed point y0, then

( i ) there is aoe D such that if a ^ a0 then fa has exactly one
fixed point in U[y0], say ya.

(ii) ya-+ y0.
Furthermore if X is U-chainable then y is a unique fixed point

of f and ya, a ^ a0, are unique fixed points of fa.

Proof We observe that U[y0] is a compact neighborhood of yQ.
Since / is a 33-contraction there is VeVL such that V[y0] c U[y0] and
f(x)e V[y0] if xe U[y0] (1.1). By Theorem 33 in Kelley [6], there is
WeU such that W[V[yo]]ci U[y0].

By Theorem 2.1, fa—+f uniformly on U[y0], and so there is a0

such that a ^ a0 implies that fa(x)e W[f(x)] for all xe U[y0]. But
then if xe U[y0], and a ^ a0 we have

fa(x)eWoV[y0]<zU[y0]

since f(x) e V[y0] and fa(x) e W[f(x)]. This shows that /„, a ^ a0

maps U[y0] into itself. By Corollary 1.4, U[y0] contains exactly one
fixed point of fa, if a ^ aQ, proving (i).

Since we could repeat the above argument for each Fe33,
F c U, it follows that ya-+yQ, proving (ii). The remainder of the
proof is clear.

REMARK. The index a0 above depends on W which in turn
depends on U. This is the reason we may conclude ya —• y0. Further-
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more a straightforward application of 1.4 yields the fact that the
fixed point ya is an isolated fixed point of fa.

THEOREM 2.3. Let S3 be an ample open base of the uniformly
locally compact uniform space (X, U). Let Z7e33 be such that U[x]
is compact for all xe X, and suppose X is U-chainable. Let
{fa: X—> X\ ae D} be a net of ^-contractive maps, and let fa—+f
pointwise, where f is a ^-contractive map.

If f has fixed point y0, then
( i ) there is aQe D such that if a ^ aQ then fa has exactly one

fixed point yae X

Proof. We observe that since / is 33-contractive, there is by
1.4 and 1.1 an integer k and a F e l l , such that V[yo]c: U[y0] and
fk(x)eV[y0] if xeϋ[yo]. By Theorem 33 in Kelley [6], there is
WeU such that W[V[yo]](z U[y0].

By Theorem 2.1, (since gk is a 23-contractive map if g is) fk —• fk

uniformly on U[y0], and so there is aQ such that a ^ a0 implies that
f!(x)e W[fk(x)] for all xe U[y0]. But then if xe U[y0], and a ^ a0

we have

since fk(x) e V[y0] and fk(x) e W[f(x)]. This shows that /α\ a ^ a0

maps U[y0] into itself. For each j — 1, •••, k — 1, let nό be the
smallest integer such that fi(y0) e Un*'[y0]. Let fa = id, and Γα =
Uί=o ε7"n[/i(ί/o)]> where w = sup {%» , nk_^. Then F α is compact
(each Unί[x\ — Uoϋnΐ~1[x] is compact for all xeX), and C7-chainable,
and fa: Ya—+ Ya- Thus the theorem of Kammerer and Kasriel [5]
implies that fa has a unique fixed point in Ya. But then by 1.3 and
the fact that X^β) n U[y0] Φ0 for ξe U[y0] (Since fk: U[yo]-+ϋ[yo])
it follows that U[y0] contains the fixed point ya. The remainder of
the proof follows as in 2.2.
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